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The Jellyfish’s Tale 
 

I open my eyes and stare out at the vast coral reef before me. Soft blue brain corals linger

sleepily around, while violent red fire corals stand to attention. A family of sea anemones pop

out of their little tubs, attempting to entice me into their poisonous reach. 

Shoals of fish sweep the reef, scaring the anemones away and blowing me around. They chirp

cheerful greetings before chasing after crabs and leaving me to the current. It's only when I

pass a patch of seaweed do I realise how small I am. Smaller than a fingernail, in fact. I stare

at the surface, seeing my reflection. I have a multitude of tendrils and look a bit like jelly. 

A jelly-fish. I’m a jellyfish.

After a while, I drift into a kelp forest, the long kelp reaching up like fingers trying to touch the

roof of the ocean. A light whistling draws my gaze to the silvery surface where I catch the

silhouette of a seagull diving. A sudden wave throws me out of the way, a whirlpool dragging

me down before the feathered fiend can react.

As I slowly sink, a large green creature comes into view. With a brown shell and green skin. A

turtle. Instead of gobbling me up, it lies there, bobbing up and down. Then I see the stripy

straw stuck in its nose. I wrap my tentacles around it and pull with all my might yet remain

unsuccessful. Feeling defeated, I sink, a pit in my stomach growing deeper... 
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I am in the deep, a mostly undiscovered part of the ocean. Down here, it's a goblin shark eat

barrelfish world. Everything is black, cold. Dark. Scary. It feels like something is always

watching, mainly because something usually is. Then, out of the blue, or, in my case, black, a

light appears. A faint, blue glow. Followed by a red. Then a green. The light show escalates

quickly, illuminating the black with a rainbow of colour. 

Jellyfish. They’re jellyfish! 

We fly to the surface, colours blaring and moods lifting. We grip the straw, and with the help

of a big wave and a lot of tugging, it slides out, followed by a cloudy mixture of blood and

snot. 

Later, we celebrate with a feast of small fish, plankton and much more. Like we jellyfish

always say, a good day ends with a good meal.

(Attention! This is a fiction story! Jellyfish don’t have eyes. Or a brain. They’re more like a plant

with a stomach than fish.)

By Mana Moylan

Bunscoil Bhóthar na Naomh
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The Search for Life

The Deep Diaries Book One
 

Day one

Dear diary,

I have decided to search for a legendary creature. No one has ever dared to search for it, but

I have decided to find it. I traveled to the local coral reef to search for it there. 

The coral reef is a wondrous world of soft golden sand, vibrant fish, sharky shipwrecks and

shiny emerald green seaweed! I checked the coral cave but there was only an old grey clam

taking a nap on a bed of soggy sea grass... 

I asked the locals if they saw it and they thought I was nuts! I’m going to search the ocean

floor after I find something good to eat.

-Simon

Day four

Dear diary,

The ocean floor is really dull, the only things down there are tiny pebbles and larger rocks. 

I caught glimpse of a crab but it scuttled under a pebble pile. I pushed aside some of the

rocks and asked the local crab if he saw the creature, but he only snapped at me and

scuttled away again. I probably would do the same...

There was a nasty hurricane nearby so I took refuge in a small cave with my friend Shelly. The

cave was small with silky seaweed sitting on its walls, it was comfy but very cramped!

Goodbye for now.

-Simon
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Day five

Dear diary,

I’m starting to think it doesn’t exist! Everyone I’ve met asked if I was well in the head! 

Anyway, I started making a camp to continue my research in. It’s made of rocks seaweed

some coral and wet sand for the concrete. Me and Shelly found an irregular looking shark fin

so we took it back to camp to take a closer look. It was a yellow fin with black stripes on it

and it has a hole at the bottom. It turns out that it's a fin that the creature uses to swim, this is

proof that it exists! Today has been a fantastic day!

-Simon

 

Day eight

Dear diary,

Shelly has gone down to the twilight zone to ask someone we will call Annie about it (that’s

not her name she is just very secretive) because she is the only one who has seen the

legendary animal. While Shelly was talking to Annie, I went to clean up the litter that keeps

appearing at the surface. After I was done collecting the rubbish I went to Harry’s dinner

party. He had wonderful tea cakes and puddings! I was very tired so I went to bed.

-Simon

Day nine          

Dear diary,

SHELLY'S FOUND IT, SHE HAS FOUND IT!!!!!!

Shelly came running to me in the morning saying: that she found the humans on the shore! Me

and Shelly swam to the surface to investigate. Shelly told me that Annie said she found them

on the shore with the most litter on it, I thought that sounded ridiculous but it seemed true. We

hid behind a rock covered in barnacles.

It wasn’t long until they discovered us and they seemed very surprised to see Shelly because

it’s not every day you see a mermaid. They were very nice, and they were cleaning up the

rubbish on sandy shore. 

I think we will end the story here.

This diary belongs to Simon the octopus

To be continued...

By Aisling Choo

Ransboro National School
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Hello. I am the Sea. 

I can feel the ice caps fall on me. 

I can feel the bumps of plastic and the slick of oil. 

I feel taller, wider, hotter too. 

The boats have changed for the worst. 

I used to feel the nice pats of oars. 

Not any more. 

The cold metal and oil drop from the tall cruisers. 

I got pay back on the Titanic and many more ships.

I am the beauty of humanity.

Don’t make me leave. 

I am the Sea.

 

From the Sea.
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